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List of Conditions for SME and Corporate Clients – General terms and conditions applicable to corporate forint (HUF) and 
foreign currency (FCY) accounts

STANDARD CORPORATE BANK ACCOUNT

14.05.2021.
01.06.2021.

The conditions specified in this announcement apply to the contracts concluded on or after 28 December 2012.

This Announcement applies to clients the account contract of which specifies this Announcement as applicable. Furthermore, this Announcement is applicable to those corporate clients that were registered as SME and 

Corporate Business Unit on 26.06.2014 in the Bank's relevant registry1, except those SME and Corporate clients that used the BusinessFix, BusinessFlex, Alpha Omega, Sigma, Konto, Medical Complex, Medical, Non-
Profit Basis, Non-Profit Tandem or Justitia account package  until 26.06.2014.

This Announcement contains the standard fees and charges applicable to corporate forint and foreign currency accounts.

I. Settlement of fees and interests

FCY accounts monthly
Rate of instant access interest

HUF accounts
according to the current HUF and FX Deposit Announcement valid for corporate clients

FCY accounts
Default interest Special loan interest on overdrawn account

HUF accounts Twice the MNB base rate p.a.

Due date of fee settlement (1)
Account management fee monthly
Fees for domestic forint payments on the day of debiting the payment order to the account
Other fees, commissions and charges when incurred

Interest settlement
HUF accounts monthly

HUF 4 272,00 1 056,00 141,00 5 340,00 1 068,00
EUR 12,28 3,20 0,86 18,68 3,72

FCY accounts 1-month EURIBOR, or LIBOR + 8 %  p.a.

(1) In the case of foreign currency accounts the Bank performs the conversion of the HUF charges at its own bank foreign exchange middle rate prevailing on the day of the debit.

II. Account management

Account opening free

Account currency

Monthly account-management fee in 
the currency of the account – in the 
case of the first opened payment 

bank account 

Monthly account-management fee in the currency 
of the account – in the case of further payment 

bank account opened by the client in addition to 
the first account *****

Fee for bank account statement 
in the account currency*

Charge for account closing** per account, 
in the account currency

Monthly 
responsible 

custody fee *** in 
the account 

currency

GBP 8,00 2,12 0,32 14,94 3,20

AUD 18,14 4,26 0,86 22,96 4,80

USD 13,34 3,20 0,86 23,49 4,80

CHF 17,08 4,26 0,86 22,42 4,26

JPY 1 585,00 392,00 79,00 1 886,00 377,00

CAD 14,94 3,72 0,86 23,49 4,80

CZK 306,01 75,83 14,26 464,09 92,91

DKK 79,03 19,75 3,61 137,24 27,22

SEK 101,99 25,09 5,37 160,74 32,04

HRK 79,03 19,75 3,61 138,85 27,76

PLN 41,65 10,14 1,74 77,43 15,48

NOK 84,91 20,82 3,61 137,78 27,76

*Fee for bank account statement: the fee for mailing the account statement, which is charged by the Bank only when the account statement is mailed in paper form at the Client's request, and if mailung differs from the manner and frequency of providing subsequent
information as specified in Act LXXXV of 2009 on Providing Payment Services (set out also in the General Terms and Conditions).

** Fee for closing of the account is charged, if the client closes its account within 1 year from the account opening.

***The fee for responsible custody is charged monthly for each full month from the start of the responsible custody service.
The fee is charged, if the bank account of the Client held with the Bank has been terminated for any reason, but the Client failed to give instructions with regard to its positive balance simultaneously; furthermore, it is charged in all cases, when the Bank keeps records of a
balance on a bank account held by it to the benefit of someone else, without being entitled or obliged to do so on the basis of a separate legal relationship.

**** No cash turnover is permitted on foreign currency accounts held in RON.

***** Irrespective of the currency of the payment bank account opened first.

RON **** 51,79 12,80 2,62 82,23 16,54

RUB 498,80 123,36 17,88 736,46 147,39

If there is any discrepancy between the Hungarian and foreign language lists of terms and conditions, the effective Hungarian version shall prevail.
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0,30% max. 6000 HUF

-
-
-

-
- 0,20% min. 694 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF
- 0,32% min. 736 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF

-
- 0,20% min. 372 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF
- 0,22% min. 480 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF

-
- 0,06% min. 160 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF
- 0,14% min. 266 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF

- 0,52% min. 16 021 HUF max. 106 812 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF

-
- 0,13% min. 340 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF
- 0,16% min. 448 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF

-
- 0,06% min. 160 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF
- 0,14% min. 266 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF

0,12% min. 160 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF
0,12% min. 160 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF

64 HUF

21 362 HUF

0,25% min. 480 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF

- 320 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF
- 640 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF

III. Payments
Bookkeeping fee

Clearing transaction received via the GIRO system to the credit of HUF or FCY account, with the
exception of credit entries resulting from mandatory transfer order, collection based on a letter of
authorization or bill collection

free -

Clearing transaction received via the real-time gross settlement system (VIBER) to the credit of
HUF or FCY account, with the exception of credit entries resulting from mandatory transfer order,
collection based on a letter of authorization or bill collection order

free -

Initiation of mandatory transfer order, collection based on a letter of authorization and bill collection free -

Bookkeeping fee for payment orders
Below the bookkeeping fee is indicated next to the relevant transaction types. In the case of points III/1 and III/2 (HUF and FCY payment transactions) the bookkeeping fee is debited together with the transaction charge.

III./1. HUF payment
 turnover to the debit of HUF account, in HUF, to the credit of bank accounts held in Hungary

Fee title Fee rate + Bookkeeping fee rate

Credit Fee rate Bookkeeping fee rate

Crediting of deposits received through postal orders the fee charged by the Hungarian Post + 42 HUF -
Debit Fee rate Bookkeeping fee rate
Fulfilment of ad hoc transfer orders Orders submitted in the branch

intrabank, to own account free -

Credit entry resulting from the initiation of mandatory transfer order, collection based on a letter of
authorization and bill collection

Depending on the credited amount

0 - 100,000 HUF 212 HUF -
100,000 HUF - 500,000 HUF 426 HUF -
above 500,000 HUF 640 HUF -

Fulfilment of ad hoc transfer orders Orders submitted in electronic form*
intrabank, to own account free -
intrabank to the account of a different Client
interbank

* Order submitted in electronic form: Orders submitted via the Sberbank Business Online or the Sberbank Online Banking system.

** Upon fulfilling the transfer, fees will be charged in accordance with the conditions applicable to the standard corporate bank account, which will be adjusted subsequently by a credit entry in accordance with the applicable discount.

intrabank to the account of a different Client
interbank

Fulfilment of ad hoc transfer orders Orders submitted via Sberbank Telebank
intrabank, to own account free -
intrabank to the account of a different Client
interbank

Fulfillment of standing transfer orders Orders submitted in electronic form*
intrabank, to own account free -
intrabank to the account of a different Client
interbank

Batch file transfer
Fulfillment of automatic debit transfer

Prompt transfer order via the VIBER system - service can be requested only in branch with paper based order
interbank

Fulfillment of standing transfer orders Orders submitted in the branch or via Sberbank Telebank
intrabank, to own account free -
intrabank to the account of a different Client
interbank

Cancellation of HUF transfers (also VIBER transfers) 1 602 HUF
Keeping uncovered transfer orders in the system 53 HUF / item / day

Initiation of automatic debit transfer by items -

Automatic debit transfer registration fee (one-off fee payable in the case of new collector) for clients 
opening the account after 06.10.2014

Fulfilment of mandatory transfer order, collection based on a letter of authorization and bill collection

Payment via postal order Depending on the method of submission
items submitted in electronic form*
items submitted on paper

Other fees

If there is any discrepancy between the Hungarian and foreign language lists of terms and conditions, the effective Hungarian version shall prevail.
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free

free

0,07% min. 2 349 HUF

- free
- 4 272 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF

4 806 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF

0,32% min. 736 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF

0,16% min. 448 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF

- 0,32% min. 6 408 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF

- free
- 3 524 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF

4 058 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF

0,22% min. 480 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF

0,16% min. 448 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF

- 0,22% min. 4 272 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF

-
- 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF

0,30% max. 6 000 HUF

0,14% min. 266 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF

- 0,15% min. 4 272 HUF 0,30% max. 6 000 HUF

-

0,15% min. 6 942 HUF max. 26 703 HUF

- 3 204 HUF

3 204 HUF

5 340 HUF + the cost of the counterparty bank

- 3 204 HUF
-

1 602 HUF

3 204 HUF

5 340 HUF + the cost of the counterparty bank

2 136 HUF

- 3 204 HUF + fax cost

- 5 340 HUF + fax cost

- 5 340 HUF

- 5 340 HUF

- 5 340 HUF

- 5 340 HUF

III./2. Foreign currency payments 
transfers abroad to the debit of HUF or FCY account, in any currency and foreign currency transfers to the debit of HUF or FCY account to the credit of bank accounts 

held in Hungary

Fee title Fee rate + Bookkeeping fee rate

Credit Fee rate Bookkeeping fee rate

Fulfillment of ad hoc and standing (7)  FCY transfer orders Orders submitted in the branch
intrabank, to own account -
intrabank to the account of a different Client

- interbank, in 
EUR (2) (3) 

below 100 EUR to Hungary 

to EEA area except 
for Hungary

in the case of ad hoc FCY transfer orders

in the case of standing FCY transfer orders

Settlement to the credit of HUF or FCY 
account  (2)

below 50 EUR -

50 EUR or over 50 EUR from EEA area except for 
Hungary in EUR currency

-

50 EUR or over 50 EUR on other cases**** -

Debit Fee rate Bookkeeping fee rate

interbank, in other cases **** (2) (3)
Fulfillment of ad hoc and standing (7)  FCY transfer orders Orders submitted in electronic form*

intrabank, to own account free -
intrabank to the account of a different Client 1 602 HUF

-  interbank, in 
EUR (2) (3)

below 100 EUR to Hungary 2 136 HUF

to EEA area except for Hungary

interbank, in other cases **** (2) (3)
Fulfillment of ad hoc and standing (7)  FCY transfer orders Orders submitted via Sberbank Telebank

intrabank, to own account -
intrabank to the account of a different Client

- interbank, in 
EUR (2) (3) 

below 100 EUR to Hungary 

to EEA area except 
for Hungary

in the case of ad hoc FCY transfer orders

in the case of standing FCY transfer orders

The Bank takes no responsibility for the fulfilment by the specified deadline on holidays in the respective currency or in the case of transactions raising the suspicion of money laundering or criminal acts.

In the case of orders exceeding 20,000 EUR/USD an agreement on special exchange rate may be initiated. For more information contact your client relationship manager. In the case of paper-based orders, please tick off the appropriate field of the order. In the case of
electronic orders, please indicate "SPECIAL EXCHANGE RATE" in the Reference to beneficiary field.

(7) This fee is only applicable for the standing transfer orders from HUF bank account in HUF to abroad, if the bank account contract is signed on 29.11.2019 or later, or the client contracted before 28.11.2019. has signed a separate agreement for this service. 

Cost of the beneficiary bank If the ordering party assumes all costs.

OUR: debited upon the settlement of the transfer order commission; this cost may only be 
designated for transfers containing conversion to domestic area, to EEA not in EUR 
currency, and outside EEA.  

Other fees

Modification of foreign currency transfer orders
intrabank orders

interbank, in other cases **** (2) (3)
* Order submitted in electronic form: Orders submitted via the Sberbank Business Online or the Sberbank Online Banking system.

Fulfillment of urgent FCY transfer order with or without conversion
Fulfilment with same day value date (3) **

urgency fee in addition to the cost of the FCY transfer:

interbank EUR, USD, RUB or HUF order 10 681 HUF

**In the case of orders submitted in electronic form, insert "T DAY" in the Reference to beneficiary (Details of payment) field. The Bank only fulfils orders with same day value date if submitted in this form.

(2)  From 01.11.2016. also including the SEPA FCY transfers.

(3) From 01.11.2016, in the case of FCY transfers outside the SEPA clearing (also in the case of FCY transfers belonging to SEPA clearing, submitted until 31.10.2016) the IBAN and BIC code must be indicated.

Keeping 
uncovered 
transfer orders in 
the system

interbank transactions in EUR to EEA area (except for Hungary) 53 HUF  / transaction / day

 in other cases ****

Fee for SWIFT confirmation
upon preliminary notification*

upon subsequent notification

* In the case of electronic orders, please indicate your request for SWIFT confirmation in the Reference to beneficiary field as "REQUEST FOR SWIFT CONFIRMATION Fax number".

NON-STP fee

- interbank 
transactions

in the case of interbank orders, if the Bank has not yet sent the SWIFT 
message

in the case of interbank orders
if the Bank has already sent the SWIFT message

Cancellation of foreign currency transfer orders
intrabank orders

interbank transactions in EUR, to EEA area (except for Hungary)

- interbank 
transactions in 
other cases ****

in the case of interbank orders, if the Bank has not yet sent the SWIFT 

in the case of interbank orders
if the Bank has already sent the SWIFT message

*In each case when the data specified in the order are incomplete or inaccurate, the Bank recharges the costs of the foreign bank to the ordering Client, irrespective of the party indicated by the Client to bear the costs.

**** In other cases namely "not EUR transactions to EEA area/from EEA area (except for Hungary)" and "in any currency to outside EEA area/from outside EEA area or to Hungary/from Hungary"

erroneous or missing IBAN or BIC code

Fees and costs of other services and administration related to international payments
Fee of subsequent verification/procuring the subsequent verification of payment services
related to international payments, and fees *

+ the cost of the counterparty bank

Fees and costs related to the correction and repeated fulfilment of payment orders specified by
the client erroneously *

+ the cost of the counterparty bank

Fees and costs of other services related to international payments (liaising with the
counterparty bank, correspondence, sending reminders, other administration) *

+ the cost of the counterparty bank

If there is any discrepancy between the Hungarian and foreign language lists of terms and conditions, the effective Hungarian version shall prevail.
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0,60% max. 250 000 HUF

- free

- free

- coin deposit (up to 100 pieces) free
- coin deposit (over 100 pieces)

- free

- free

- free

-

-
-
-

-

- 0,40% + 0,60% max.

- 0,35% 0,60% max.

- 0,88% 0,60% max.

- 0,57% 0,60% max.

- 0,57% 0,60% max.

- 0,57% 0,60% max.

-

-

-

-

IV. Cash-desk transactions
The Bank fulfils cash-desk transactions only at the exchange rates quoted by the Bank, in the currencies specified in the announcement.

Bookkeeping fee
Bookkeeping fee for payment orders 
Below, the bookkeeping fee is indicated next to the relevant transaction types, In the case of section IV (Cash-desk transactions) the bookkeeping fee is debited as a fee separate from the debiting of the transaction fee.

-
2,12% -

Foreign currency cash deposit (The deposit of more than 1,000 pieces of banknotes or 300 pieces of coins qualifies as bulk cash deposit /per day, per branch and per account/).

to HUF account (applying the foreign currency cash buy rate) -

to FCY account in the same currency -

Fee title Fee rate Bookkeeping fee rate

Cash deposit
HUF cash deposit (The deposit of more than 1,000 pieces of banknotes or 300 pieces of coins qualifies as bulk cash deposit /per day, per branch and per account/).

to HUF account -

to FCY account (applying the foreign currency cash sell rate) -

FCY banknote deposit 0,10% -
HUF coin deposit 2,12% -

foreign currency coin deposit (only in EUR 2 and 1 denomination) 3,72% -

to FCY account in different currency (applying the foreign currency cash buy/sell rate) -

foreign currency coin deposit (only in EUR 2 and 1 denomination) 10,68%
-

Bulk cash deposit
HUF banknote deposit 0,10% -

Foreign currency cash withdrawal
from HUF account (foreign currency cash sell rate) 250 000 HUF

from FCY account in the same currency 250 000 HUF

from FCY account in different currency (applying the foreign currency cash buy/sell rate) 250 000 HUF

Cash withdrawal
HUF cash withdrawal

from HUF account 704 HUF 250 000 HUF

from FCY account (applying the foreign currency cash buy rate) 250 000 HUF

withdrawal of 2 million HUF or more without prior notice (4) 250 000 HUF

Fee applicable to the amount to be deposited (over 50 pieces) 2,12%

Changing of coins (only HUF coin) to banknote or coin

Fee applicable to the amount to be deposited (up to 50 pieces) free

Fee applicable to the amount to be deposited (over 50 pieces) 5,34%

(5) The Bank accepts from account-holder Clients not more than 100 pieces of banknotes and 300 pieces of coins per day for exchange. (The denominations to be paid depend on the cash on hand).

Failure to withdraw the preliminarily requested amount at the cash-desk 0,37% -

Bulk cash delivery Subject to special agreement
(4) No other fee is charged to the Client in addition to the fee applicable to the "withdrawal of HUF 2 million or above without prior notice".

Changing of banknotes and coins (5)
Changing of banknote (HUF and foreign currency) for  banknote or coin

Fee applicable to the amount to be deposited (up to 50 pieces) free

From foreign currency to foreign currency foreign currency cash buy and sell rate
From HUF to foreign currency foreign currency cash sell rate
The Bank charges no extra fee on currency exchange.

The Bank provides coin/banknote exchange services only to account-holder clients. 

The calculation of the free of charge part starts from the denomination of the highest count.

The Bank accepts HUF banknotes and coins, whether negotiable or non negotiable, but qualifying as legal mean of payment (scrap), in all branches for cash deposit and denomination change.

In the case of foreign currency cash (EUR 1 and 2 denomination) the Bank undertakes the exchange depending on the cash on hand and the actual needs of the branch.

The Bank accepts only undamaged, negotiable foreign means of payment as cash deposit.

Foreign currency exchange Applied exchange rate
From foreign currency to HUF foreign currency cash buy rate

If there is any discrepancy between the Hungarian and foreign language lists of terms and conditions, the effective Hungarian version shall prevail.
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42 724 HUF

12 817 HUF

- 1 068 HUF / year

- 212 HUF / SMS, that is on a discounted basis 0 HUF. The discount lasts until withdrawal.

V. Electronic banking services

Sberbank Telebank Banking and requesting information over the phone

Application fee (Telephone Code application) free

Monthly fee 320,00 1,21 1,48 1,94
Fee for inland SMS 32,00 0,12 0,14 0,18

Usage fee free

Sberbank SMS SMS service

Application fee free

In the currency of the fee account
HUF EUR USD CHF

type of the fee account

One-off application fee
Fee for 1 token and user parameterisation for online banking

5 340 HUF

Fee for additional users and tokens 4 272 HUF
De-blocking a user free

Token replacement fee
It is debited upon the expiry of the token's lifetime (after the 5th year following the conclusion of the 
Sberbank Online Banking contract)

3 204 HUF

Fee for SMS sent abroad 52,00 0,20 0,25 0,32
The first monthly fee for Sberbank SMS is due upon application; thereafter it is charged on the first banking day of each month.

Sberbank Online Banking Banking and requesting information over the internet

Monthly fee free

From 15.07.2018 it is not possible to get installed the versions v3.01 and v3.23 of this system. The versions v3.01 and v3.23 of this system have been turned off at the end of the day on 31.03.2019.

Vám-Online service fee***

Vám-Online flat rate (maturity is the 2nd working day of every year)

Vám-Online SMS fee

*** These fees are only applicable to the so called "Agreement - Guidelines for using the Sberbank Customs Online Service" concluded after 02.01.2018 (hereinafter referred to as the "Agreement"); for Agreements concluded before 02.01.2018 
the fees shall only be applicable, if the Bank notifies the client on this in writing.

Fee for the replacement of lost token or of token damaged due to the Client's fault 5 340 HUF

Sberbank Business Online (MultiCash) 

Installation fee  / occasion / workstation
In case of installing more workstations, max.: 

106.812 HUF
System usage fee  / quarter

If there is any discrepancy between the Hungarian and foreign language lists of terms and conditions, the effective Hungarian version shall prevail.
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44 861 HUF
(due upon applying for the account)*

11 749 HUF / letter

4 806 HUF / letter

1 174 HUF / authorisation

5 874 HUF / piece

5 874 HUF / piece

5 874 HUF / piece

10 681 HUF / piece

2 136 HUF / piece

534 HUF / piece

640 HUF / piece

1 068 HUF / piece

- 0,20% min. 212 HUF

- 0,15% min. 212 HUF

534 HUF
5 340 HUF / piece

-
-

-

320 HUF / piece
640 HUF / piece
960 HUF / piece
25 HUF / piece

VI. Other services and fees

Fee for reviewing a company

In the case of off-shore company

Urgency fee for the issue of bank information (within 24 hours) in the case of clients 
opening their accounts after 06.10.2014

Fee for the copy of the confirmation issued by the Post Settlement Centre (PEK)

Fee for the replacement of account statement
Replacement of account statement means requiring the mailed account statement again, and/or requiring a not electronic account statement for the same period for the second or more time or in addition to the electronic statement.

Customs confirmation
Confirmation of payment of customs duty and community taxes

in cash

by bank transfer (from an account held with the Bank)

Fee for demand note / piece

* The fee is not reimbursed even if the bank account is not opened for any reason,

Fees applicable to bank confirmations, forms and information
Fee for audit letter

Urgency fee for the issue of audit letter (within 48 hours) for clients opening their account 
after 06.10.2014

Management of authorization letters for collection (including also the authorisation letters 
related to confirmation of coverage) upon registration and cancellation in the case of clients 
opening their account after 06.10.2014

Subsequent enquiry
(concerning transactions older than 3 months)
Bank information and other bank confirmation

Bank information without confirmation of turnover in the case of clients opening their 
accounts after 06.10.2014

Bank information with confirmation of turnover in the case of clients opening their accounts 
after 06.10.2014

(6) Enquiries from the TakarNet system are for internal use only and must not be disclosed to third parties.
The fees charged both by FÖMI and the Bank are debited.
The fees applied by the Institute of Geodesy, Cartography and Remote Sensing (FÖMI) are charged in accordance with the effective laws – Act LXXXV of 1996, Ministry of Rural Development Decree No,176/2009 (XII,28,)

Fax message sent inland
Fax message sent abroad - within Europe
Fax message sent abroad - outside Europe
Photocopy
Cash withdrawal cheque book free
HUF transfer form free

Confirmation on outstanding debt

Enquiry on the details recorded in the Central Credit Information System free

Enquiry from the TakarNet system  (6) 
enquiry on e-authentic title deed

1 068 HUF  / enquiry  + Fee charged by FÖMI(6) / hit / enquiryenquiry on non-authentic title deed

request for copy of cadastral map (site plan)

FCY transfer form free

If there is any discrepancy between the Hungarian and foreign language lists of terms and conditions, the effective Hungarian version shall prevail.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

In the case of medical clients holding a Health Fund (OEP) financing contract – pursuant to Act LXXXIII of 1997 – the Bank keeps a dedicated account for segregating the amounts received for financing purposes. In 
these cases the account opening includes the opening of a separate dedicated account and of a main account; the conditions applicable to these accounts shall be always identical.

If a Client has more than one bank accounts, all bank accounts shall be governed, in terms of the payment and bookkeeping fees, by the List of  Conditions prevailing on the date of the account or account package 
contract concluded last. In the case of Account Package schemes, in respect of the tariffs not specified in the relevant List of Conditions the rates specified in the Standard Retail/Business Bank Account List of 
Conditions prevailing on the date of concluding the contract shall be applied.

The deposit facilities indicated in this Announcement are covered by the deposit insurance provided by the National Deposit Insurance Fund (NDIF).
The Non-Stop cash service hasn't been provided by the Bank since 01.11.2013.

The Bank charges no commission for foreign currency cash exchange, as it is included in the exchange rate.

In addition to the aforementioned commissions, the Client shall also bear the Bank's out-of-pocket expenses, such as forwarding by post, courier service, telex, telegram, telephone, fax, SWIFT costs, any stamp duties, 
and any other out-of-pocket expenses, as well as the commissions and costs charged by the counterparty banks participating in the execution of the order.

The frustration of the transaction shall not exempt the Client from the payment of the fees incurred irrespective of the conclusion of the contract (e.g. preliminary document verification fee, credit assessment fee),

The Bank reserves the right to apply rounding for the commission calculation.

The Bank reserves to right to select its correspondent banking relations at its discretion.

The Bank takes no responsibility for any delay or loss attributable to incorrect, incomplete or linguistically inaccurate orders; however it will be pleased to assist its Clients with prior professional advice, thereby facilitating 
the fast and accurate execution of bankable orders. In the case of paper-based orders, the Bank takes responsibility only for the fulfilment of legible orders filled in by block capital letters.

"Cheque transaction service" hasn't been provided by the Bank since 02.09.2013. (except for service of traveller's cheque, that has been deleted from 22.09.2010.)

STP: straight through processing
The ordering party must specify in the transfer the international bank account number (IBAN) and the BIC code of the beneficiary's bank. These data are provided by the beneficiary to the ordering party.

In the case of outgoing foreign currency payments the following options are available for cost bearing:
SHA (of the costs incurred during the fulfilment of the payment order, the payer shall pay the costs incurred by the payer's payment service provider, while the costs incurred by the payment service provider of the 
beneficiary shall be borne by the beneficiary) - may be applied to all transfer types
OUR (during the fulfilment of the payment order the payer bears the costs of both the payer's and the beneficiary's payment service provider - it can be applied to transfers where the registered seat of the beneficiary is 
in a non-EEA country / to transfers involving conversion, where the registered seat of the beneficiary is inland or in an EEA country) BEN (during the fulfilment of the payment order the beneficiary pays the costs 
incurred by the payer's and beneficiary's payment service provider) – it can be applied only to transfers outside the EEA
Where the Ordering Party fails to specify the method of cost bearing or specifies it incorrectly, the Bank executes the items using SHA 

General Terms and Conditions

The Bank's List of Conditions shall be valid together with the effective General Terms and Conditions and Announcements.

For the services provided by the Bank the Client shall pay commission, fees and costs. The Bank debits the fees charged for domestic HUF transfers to the Client's account on the day of fulfilling the domestic HUF
transfer. The Bank debits the due fees and costs to the bank account specified as cost bearing account in the Account Holder's Payment Account contract, - in the absence of such specification, it debits the payment
account. No such cost bearing account may be specified in the Payment Account Contract, the currency of which differs from the payment account. The Bank shall debit any other ad hoc fees, commissions and
charges to the Client's account when they occur. Upon the late payment of the fee, commission and cost payable to the Bank, the Client shall pay default interest at the rate specified in this List of Conditions, which the
client accepts by signing the bank account contract. Sberbank Hungary Ltd. (hereinafter: Bank) stipulates the rate of the bank charges (commissions, special fees and costs) chargeable for its services, the range of
their application, the use of exchange rates and the method of interest calculation – subject to the provisions of the account contract – as follows. The basis of the calculation of bank charges is the amount specified in
the payment order (hereinafter: order). The bank charges specified as a percentage are amounts charged by the Bank, which are specified as the percentage of some sort of – usually not predefined – business event
(e,g, transaction amount or number of transactions). Commissions are charged in HUF for HUF accounts, in EUR for EUR accounts, and in the case of accounts held in other currency in the currency of the account.
The Bank applies the foreign exchange rate prevailing on the day of debiting the commission for conversions into the account currency. The commissions of the Bank apply to standard commitments and procedures. In
the case of all non-standard, extra requirements the Bank may consider the acceptance of the order and the applicable commission on a case-by-case basis.

The Bank shall charge the fees and costs applied by other (domestic and foreign) payment service providers to the ordering party/beneficiary, and the Bank reserves the right to charge or collect any additional costs
incurred subsequently in relation to items managed during the settlement of domestic and foreign payments. The bank charges specified in this Announcement and charged in respect of the services provided by the
Bank (e.g. fulfilment of transactions) shall be due – unless provided otherwise – upon settlement (depending on the payment transaction, on the day of debiting/crediting the transaction or on the last banking day of the
month). Accordingly, the Bank – unless provided otherwise – settles the charged bank costs (e.g. commission) depending on the given bank service (e.g. fulfilment of payment order) on the day when the given service
is fulfilled (e.g. on the day of debiting/crediting the transaction) or in aggregate on the last working day of the month or on the capitalisation of the account. Exception to this may be the fee/commission settlement dates
agreed in a separate contract, and also the fees/costs charged by third parties/service providers/intermediaries, which the Bank shall settle with its clients on the due date of the invoice submitted by the third
party/service provider/intermediary. The other costs and fees charged by Magyar Posta Zrt. shall be settled in accordance with the debits made by the Post. Our fees also include the standard SWIFT charges incurred
in connection with the order. The payment service provider of the beneficiary specified in the FCY transfer orders may charge extra costs in the following cases:
- if the submitted order contains inaccurate SWIFT code and IBAN account number, and as a result of that the payment service provider of the beneficiary cannot process it automatically,
- if the order concerns a transfer that is below the minimum amount specified in the announcement of the beneficiary's payment service provider,
By signing the Bank Account Contract the Account Holder undertakes to reimburse the costs charged by the beneficiary's payment service provider to the Bank even if the order stipulated the beneficiary as cost
bearer.

The foreign bank charges and the cost of the foreign payment service providers are always applicable in addition to the fees specified in the List of Conditions.

If the Bank's fees, commissions and cost are paid (borne) by the Client's domestic or foreign partner, the transaction management for the Bank's Client or ad hoc customer shall be free of charge.

If there is any discrepancy between the Hungarian and foreign language lists of terms and conditions, the effective Hungarian version shall prevail.
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